
Day 1 
 
After touching down the evening before, we awoke the next morning to begin the trek up 
Mt. Triglav. In spite of early logistic issues, we set off through the foot hills and forest. 
Passing beside the crystal clear river, alongside many fellow hikers, we trudged up the dirt 
and gravel paths. Amidst the beauty and serenity of nature, time flew by as the walk left the 
flat forest and entered into the mountains proper. A true thigh burning pace up the 
ludicrously steep forest floor got us up to the cabin in what seemed like no time at all. It was 
situated on a rather barren out cropping, contrasting with the verdant fields in the valley 
below. I’ll tell you now, that night I had the best night’s sleep of my life, despite the 
surprisingly full accommodation and being stacked in the dorm like sardines. 
 
Day 2 
 
The day next began far too early for most of us, how some of the expedition managed to 
power through a haze of sleep is beyond me. From this point on, the greenery of the lower 
mountain faded to stone and sparse vegetation as we ascended towards to summit. Higher 
and higher into the clouds we rose, having to clip into safety wires that lined the path. Soon 
the path was no longer a real path, just the easiest route by which to scramble up the 
mountain side. After an arduous trek we found ourselves atop the mountain and staring at 
the almost insignificant world below. This high up, over 2000m above sea level, I was 
reminded of how inconsequential humans are compared to the enduring, unshakable power 
of nature. 
 After a brief stop we began the decent. Not to say it was easy, if anything it was harder. 
Once we reached the end of the craggy and bouldering spur of the mountain we were 
greeted by a large patch of loose stone and shale. Here we all tried scree running, and we all 
mightily enjoyed it. Still rather high up, vegetation was almost non-existent however the 
occasional mountain goat, ibex or critter was spotted. After a winding hilly route, walking 
UP shale is a lot harder than running down, we reached the log cabin for the night. 
 
Day 3 
 
Here we began the final descent from the mountain side, walking an old road carved from 
the mountain by humans long ago. Slowly, bright vegetation began to return as did the pain 
in our legs. Passing down this part of the mountain range we went by the ‘7 Lakes’ region. 
More like large puddles than lakes they appeared at intervals along the path. Coming back 
into the lower parts of the mountain range mud replaced stone beneath our feet. As we 
neared the end of the journey the steepness of our path rapidly increased. Precarious 
footing and loose rocks made the journey that much harder, as they could spell the death of 
not only ourselves but anyone below us on the mountain. After an agonising hour, we hit 
the bottom of the mountain and walked back into civilisation through a dense forest. After a 
short rest at a café and one terrifying mountainside bus journey later we arrived at our 
hotel. Once there we all promptly collapsed into our beds to sleep of the exhaustion. Not 
before snagging the first refreshing shower we’d had in the last 3 days. There is nothing 
quite like feeling clean. 
 
 
Day 4 



 
A slightly easier start to the fourth day as we could take a small lie in. However soon we 
were up and moving, off to Lake Bled to meet with the kayaking instructor. In one man 
kayaks and two man canoes we set off down the river, according to the instructor it was a 
rather tame stretch of water as far as white water went. After a quick lesson on how to use 
the flow of the water and enter the currents, we meandered down river. The burning sun 
reflecting off the water was rather annoying at times but the heat was enjoyable. As the 
journey drew to a close we exited the river to await pick up and transport onwards. 
Traveling for a few hours to our new location near Mazinca Mines, we stayed in a lovely 
house in the nearby hills. 
 
Day 5 
 
Another easy start before heading down to Mazinca to take a kayak trip through some of 
the flooded tunnels. The mine train rattled and the complete absence of light was almost 
scary. We stepped of the train to pass through one of many tunnels bug through the 
mountain, over 100miles of tunnels easily. Heading deeper into the mine showed us down 
to the flooded systems, waterproof waders protecting from the elements as we got into two 
person canoes. We were left to explore the tunnels, tight corridors and large caverns snaked 
through the unforgiving stone. We even went over a small waterfall, only a meter or so high 
but still exhilarating. The journey back was the same as the way down, eerily dark and quiet 
besides what we brought to the mine. It was truly and utterly empty. Once we reached the 
surface world, we began to make the journey back to Lake Bled. Arriving in our hotel once 
again, we settled in to sleep. 
 
Day 6 
 
The last true day in Slovenia was spent relaxing by the side of Lake Bled: touring the local 
shopping areas, basking in the scorching midday sun, wading out into the shallows of the 
lake and just spending our time socialising. A welcome break after many days of highly 
active excursions in the wilderness. After a lovely last dinner in Slovenia we returned to our 
waiting beds for our last night in an amazing country. 
 
Day 7 
 
Of course, we couldn’t leave without doing anything on or last day. Once more we walked 
around the lake and up to a sledging track. The high speed downhill ride was a fitting 
farewell to the lovely land in which we stayed, captivating it exhilarating beauty and 
exuberant fun. I took my leave from Slovenia, with a longing to return in my heart. 
 
It is a time I, and all those with me, shall cherish and remember for its comradery, sense of 
achievement and fantastic views. The country and its landscape will always hold a place in 
my heart. 


